
Research 
 
During pre-COVID-19 times, the Peninsula Medical Foundation (PMF) also arranged tours of 
the Medical School laboratories.  These visits included demonstrations and conversations 
with the research students. It is our expectation that when COVID-19 is under control and 
gatherings once more permitted, the School will be able to open its doors to PMF and 
welcome individuals and modest groups to these much sought after showcase events.  
Meantime, here is a brief overview of the organisation which goes into effective medical 
research. 
 
The first point to make is that during the last century Medical Research has evolved into an 
intensive and highly competitive business.   The sums involved in setting up, maintaining 
and developing research projects mean that they have to be well organised and focussed.  
Yet, some of the most innovative and game changing approaches stem from (often young) 
minds that think Outside the Box.  Who would have thought even a decade ago, for 
example, that a wristwatch would connect you to world communication networks and 
monitor your blood oxygen levels while exercising?  What we do know is that through a 
combination of creativity and systematic dogged work in teams, advances will be made; and 
that no research = no gain.  Just consider the mind-boggling developments in the 
understanding of our immune mechanism made during the current pandemic.  The sheer 
effort involved across the Globe in producing billions of doses of a novel vaccine comprising 
molecules which lie close to the wellsprings of life.  It is truly astonishing.   
 
So how does it all fit together?  The answer lies in the collaboration between those 
delivering clinical care (eg.hospitals), universities (eg medical scientists), commercial 
producers (eg.‘Big Pharma’) and funders (Government, Charitable Giving).   
Consider a plant analogy.  The basic ingredient is a seed.  Without it, nothing starts.  In 
research terms that seed is an idea.  A concept.  It comes from a researcher or a group of 
researchers.  The nourishment, which that ‘seed’ needs from the outset and throughout its 
life to maturity, is funding and careful tending by its gardeners – the research supervisors, 
clinicians and funding bodies such as the MRC and Government. 
 
When is a seed at its most vulnerable?  Most would agree that it is at the time of 
germination.  It is here where ‘small’ charities such as the PMF and wealthy individuals can 
make such a critical difference by providing relatively modest amounts of funding. 
 
In Plymouth, it was no accident that the Medical School and Hospital are adjacent on the 
same site.  Some of the leading consultants working in the NHS – for example Professor 
Oliver Hanemann - are also superb scientists in their own right.  They hold joint 
appointments between the University and the NHS.  Being able to work between their 
clinics and laboratories on the same site is an ideal arrangement and gives Plymouth a 
considerable ‘edge’.  Furthermore, this ‘ideal’ attracts the best medics and the best 
scientists to Plymouth, with all the intellectual and economic gains that come with them. 
 
But research is a tough business.  Only the best fledgling scientists – be they young doctors 
or science graduates - are selected to work on the first rung of a research career and study 
for a PhD.  If successful, funding from grant awarding bodies such as large charities or 



government may follow.  The competition for a limited, and at the moment shrinking, pot of 
money is intense.  It is here at this basic level where a relatively modest amount of funding 
towards salary or equipment can make the difference between success or failure; between 
a fledgling scientist going on to create a career filled with brilliant discoveries such as we are 
seeing in COVID-19, or for lack of funding, give up and leave. 
 
This is the area that we in the PMF are asked by the local Research establishment to 
concentrate.  We will do our best to provide funding for a range of projects where our 
supporters can make a difference.  For example, it costs £2,760 to fund a day’s research by 
Plymouth scientists into brain cancer.  There are many essential pieces of equipment 
desperately needed, which range from relatively small amounts to several hundred 
thousand pounds.  We would desperately like to build, perhaps through a legacy or number 
of substantial donations, an endowment investment fund (The Research Excellence Fund) of 
sufficient size that interest accrued would supply regular top up grants, etc.   
But regardless of means or intentions and even if out interest alone, please consider joining 
us through a modest regular subscription and becoming part of the support team through 
our Membership Scheme.  
 
Please also be aware that if using Amazon, especially this Christmas, if you download the 
Smile App and use this to enter the Amazon site, PMF and the Medical School will receive a 
modest contribution. 
 


